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“We believe that an NFT should first and foremost look good.” 

- Someone who was very wrong

LA FAMILIA

01 INTRODUCTION

An NFT should first and foremost provide value to 
it’s holders.

The purpose of this document is to talk about the 
utilities of our NFT and the benefits of becoming a 
member of La Familia.
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LA FAMILIA

02 WHAT IS LA FAMILIA

La Familia is a community of investors, crypto 
enthusiasts and entrepreneurs who believe that the 
Metaverse will offer infinite possibilities for financial 
growth and to achieve financial freedom. It's an 
exclusive group of like-minded members who share 
a similar vision of the future and  have similar goals.

La Familia difference

When examining most NFTs and their roadmaps, we 
see a pattern of offering things that have no real value 
to the NFT holders, like comic books, anime, 
merchandise, donations, raffles (which only benefit a 
few lucky winners out of thousands), etc.

• Raffles: Benefits only one or a few lucky winners,
even when everyone who minted the NFT
supported the project just as much.
La Familia will not be doing raffles or anything
similar that benefits only a few.

• Comic Book: A "nice to have" without any real
benefit. La Familia will not use the resources
provided by our members on things that will not be
of real value to them.

• Anime, Games, etc.: There are dozens of
companies with hundreds and even thousands of
very talented individuals with incredible resources
working on blockchain games. It is a much better
option for us to identify those games and
metaverses with the most potential and invest in
them than to waste the resourses of La Familia on
create a small game ourselves.
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LA FAMILIA 

02 WHAT IS LA FAMILIA

La Familia difference

• Merchandise: Only if the members vote "yes"
AND the funds gathered are transferred to the La
Familia wallet (community wallet) to be invested
back into the metaverse.

• Donations: Even if for a good cause, donations do
not fit within our immediate vision for La Familia.

We will not waste the resources of our shared 
wallet on things that will not bring monetary value to 
the members.

La Familia will send a major portion of the profits 
generated from the minting to the shared wallet. 
These funds will be used to buy assets on the 
metaverse and games with the most potential to 
generate passive income. The income will then be 
distributed back to the members on a weekly or 
monthly basis (up for vote).
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LA FAMILIA

02 WHAT IS LA FAMILIA

The members

The most essential part of La Familia are its members.

Adopting a DAO style, each member will have a say 
over the decisions made by La Familia, eg., in what 
metaverse to invest in, what assets to buy/sell, how to 
distribute the possible earnings generated by the 
assets on the metaverse, how often to distribute 
those assets, etc.

You can become a member by participating in the 
minting of the Meta Human collection by La Familia.

WELCOME





LA FAMILIA

03  THE VISION

What's Our Vision?

The central vision and ideal outcome of La Familia is to 
generate passive income for as long as there is a metaverse 
and distribute that income equally among all the members of 
La Familia (more on how we can achieve this below).

We envision a future where La Familia (and its members as 
the direct beneficiaries of this achievement) become one of 
the most powerful and wealthiest communities in the most 
prominent metaverses.

How can this vision be achieved?

La Familia will release the Meta Human NFT 
collection and after the collection has been minted, a 
significant portion of the profits (40% at a minimum, 
can be put up for vote) will be sent to the La Familia 
wallet (community wallet) that will be owned by the 
members.
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LA FAMILIA

03 THE VISION

The funds are only to be used for investment into digital assets with a potential for 
generating income. The members of La Familia are the owners of every asset 
purchased with the Familia wallet, and for as long as they are members (holding 
the NFT), they decide which assets to buy/sell and on which metaverse.
These assets can be rented out or put to work by members of La Familia. 
Whichever makes more financial sense.

The assets selected are to be producing 24/7.

Generating passive income for years to come
This comes down to making the right choices about which metaverse to invest in, 
which assets to buy, and reacting fast to market changes. The members, with the 
possible help of third-party analytics services, will determine which metaverse has 
the most potential for present and future growth. As expected from a DAO, the top 
choices are put up for vote and the members make a final informed decision.

The effectiveness and production of said asset and metaverse will be analyzed 
sporadically, and based on the results, La Familia will determine if it is worth 
continuing, increasing, or selling the asset.
If it is determined that the asset is no longer a top income-generating asset and it 
is not producing as it once was (expected as developers update the game/
metaverse), then the members can vote to sell the asset and move the investment 
to a different high-producing asset (example of possible scenario on page 11).

Same logic applies to the metaverse. If the data shows that one of the metaverses 
we are invested in is starting to decline, we will sell the assets and use those 
funds to invest in the latest, hottest metaverse (to be expected as top developers 
get on board with the blockchain technology and create their own metaverse).

How can this vision be achieved?
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LA FAMILIA

03  THE VISION

Possible Scenarios

The best way to illustrate the vision that La Familia has 
is to pose a possible scenario as an example.

We will present two scenarios where La Familia 
invests on the Star Atlas metaverse and Meta 
(Facebook's metaverse).
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LA FAMILIA

03 THE VISION

We will present this example for anyone who is new to the metaverse 
and might need an extra push to understand the vision of La Familia 
and how it is possible to generate income on the metaverse for 
the long term.

Metaverse: Star Atlas

-
The Meta Human collection from La Familia goes live and quickly sells 
out. The community wallet now holds over $2,000,000 ready to be 
invested in Star Atlas.

--
The members get to vote on which asset(s) to invest in (members join 
La Familia by participating in the minting or buying the NFT on the 
marketplace). For this example, we are going to assume that La 
Familia voted to invest in the mining and refining industry of Star 
Atlas. Once the vote is complete, the assets are acquired and stored in 
the community wallet. The assets now belong to you, to the members 
of La Familia.

---
La Familia gathers to determine if the assets are to be rented out, 
staked for passive portfolio growth, put to work by our members, or 
workers will be hired to run the assets for us. Whatever makes the 
most financial sense. Fast forward a few months and the assets are 
doing great and the benefits are either invested back into the 
metaverse to grow the portfolio, or they are distributed back to the 
members 
(up for vote).

Possible scenario
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LA FAMILIA

03 THE VISION

----
A major balancing update is announced, and Star Atlas is to be updated 
to V2.0 with some nerfs to mineral productions (mining and refining) AND 
some buffs to freight and ship productions (crafting). 
An analysis is conducted by La Familia, and the results indicate that the 
best option to maintain or increase the current benefits is to sell the 
mineral production assets and reinvest the funds back on freight and 
crafting assets. 

The suggested solution is brought to the table for La Familia to vote on 
and the members vote "yes". Star Atlas update V2.0 is now out and the 
rewards are just as high or higher than they were before. 

By successfully identifying trends/changes and acting fast, we can 
significantly increase the odds for long-term passive income.

Click here to learn more about Star Atlas and the team behind it (Make 
sure to read their white paper, too!).

Possible scenario
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LA FAMILIA

03 THE VISION

Metaverse: Meta (Facebook's Metaverse)

Another less "complex" example is investing in M ETA (Facebook's take on 
the metaverse).

We could use the funds to hire a few talented designers and developers to 
create La Familia branded digital goods and services and put them up for 
sale in M eta. Once those digital assets are created, they can be put for 
sale in any metaverse, which is a big con.

Facebook believes M eta will reach billions of people, host hundreds of 
billions of dollars in digital commerce, and create jobs for millions of 
creators and developers. La Familia could take a piece of that pie if the 
members vote to invest there.

Click here to learn more about how Digital Commerce will host hundreds of 
billions in Meta ("Commerce" section of keynote starts at 34:12).

Possible scenario
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LA FAMILIA

04  ASSET
MANAGEMENT

How is La Familia Keeping its Assets 
Secure?

We have discussed how assets can start rewarding the 
members by:

1. Renting the assets
2. Staking the assets
3. Hiring people to work the assets
4. Selling the assets

But how do we protect rented assets?

Keeping assets secure

Renting the assets allows us to keep producing 24/7 
since we can set a flat fee for the rental, even if the 
person renting the asset doesn't put it to work.

Hiring employees to work the assets also allows us 
to keep the asset working 24/7 since we can hire 
many people in different time zones to maximize 
productivity.

But if we give access to the asset to a random 
person, can't they just steal it and run away with it? 
No.
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LA FAMILIA

04  ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Keeping assets secured

This is t he beaut y of B lock  chain Technology. I t 
al low s ev  eryone t o v  eri fy and conf i rm digi t al asset 
ownership and, act ually, t his is t he only reason why 
t he met av  erse is now possible.

What does t his mean? It means we can safely lend/
rent t he asset s and creat e Smart Contracts that detail 
out specific "rules" on how the assets are to be used.
These help to prevent anyone but the owner of the 
asset from selling it, renting it, or destroying it.

Smart Contracts also allow us to automatically take the 
rental fees whenever they are due or take a fee of the 
profits generated by the assets (or anything else you can 
imagine). It also protects the employees since rules can 
be included in the Smart Contract to automatically pay a 
percentage of the earnings to the worker.

For added security, a Cold  Wallet will be used to store 
all of La Familia's assets and coins. Learn More >
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05  CONCLUSION

The metaverse and the technology behi nd i t i s 
j us t get t i ng s t ar t ed, and i t pr omi ses t o be one of t he 
biggest t ech dev el opment s i n decades. Creating virtual 
worlds will be as easy as taking a few pictures! Learn More >

Tech giants are jumping in on the trend, betting heavily on 
the metaverse. Facebook, Apple, EA, Take-two, Michael 
Swagner, Ubisoft, and many more are either already heavily 
invested into it, or they are developing their own unique line 
of products for the metaverse, which supports the vision of 
La Familia.

La Familia will launch its Meta Human collection as the first 
step to accomplishing our goal. We do not plan on releasing 
other collections unless the members vote "yes" on doing so, 
with pre-launch access and the same rules as the Meta 
Human collection.

One more thing

La Familia is proud to announce that two household names 
will support the project and become members. Join our 
Discord channel and Follow us on Twitter to learn more.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZ_5TPWGPQI&ab_channel=TwoMinutePapers
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